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1.   Introduction 

 

Loughborough has eight Conservation Areas and these are notable for the extent 

and continuity of the urban heritage throughout the town centre and adjoining 

residential zones. See plan below.   The current CAs and the adjustments to the 

boundaries identified in this review include a significant area of the town worthy of 

designation as a Conservation Area. 
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                                                                                             LEICESTER ROAD  
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                       EMMANUEL CHURCH CA  
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Loughborough Conservation Areas – including proposed changes 

 

 

The aim of this review is to advise on any alterations to their boundaries. Historic 

England recommends regular reviews as most Conservation Areas require both: 
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 omission of buildings or roads where changes are needed due to new 

development or a reassessment  that its heritage characteristics cannot justify 

continuing designation, and 

 additions where a reconsideration of adjacent traditional streets enables 

proposals for their inclusion in the Conservation Area. 

This review has identified potential changes to the boundaries of six of the eight CAs 

– omissions and additions. The other two – Shelthorpe CA and the Cemetery CA 

should retain their current borders. 

The most significant proposed alterations include: 

 the addition of townscapes to the Church Gate CA on Market Place, Market 

Street, Cattle Market, Baxter Gate, High Street, Swan Street and Wood Gate. 

This includes the main traditional commercial centre of Loughborough. 

 

 the addition of an area of Victorian residential properties on the northern 

edge of Church Gate CA – Toothill Road, Meadow Lane, Rectory Road and 

Bridge Street. 

 

 the addition of Victorian and Edwardian residential streets to the north and 

south of Victoria Street CA. 

 

 the extension of the Leicester Road CA southwards along Leicester Road and 

to the east to include residential areas and Locally Listed buildings on Great 

Central Road. 

 

 the northern extension of the Queen’s Park CA to Greenclose Lane to include 

Listed and Locally Listed buildings. 

 

 the extension of Ashby Road CA to the north of Derby Road to include an 

area of Victorian terraces, and to the south to add the Radmoor Road Park. 

 

 and in addition to small exclusions to most CAs, the most significant is the 

omission of the Forest Court estate and the facing Trinity Methodist Church 

Centre from the Emmanuel Church CA. 
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Throughout Britain and Europe the effective implementation and management of 

Conservation Area advice has frequently shown great benefits for local economies 

with noticeable increases in property values.  

In addition to the importance of retaining and protecting our heritage, it is necessary 

that owners and occupiers of buildings within Conservation Areas understand what 

living in a CA entails, and recognise both their potential benefits and responsibilities. 

The potential for future change and heritage sensitivity depends on public 

education and effective development control. CA designation alone does not 

provide significant controls and appropriate management can only be achieved if 

Article 4 Directions and Adopted Conservation Area Design Guides are in place. 

The following programme of actions is identified to assist and set priorities for the 

protection of the urban heritage of Loughborough, and the implementation of the 

recommendations for the Conservation Areas by Charnwood Borough Council: 

 

 public consultation for Article 4. For Shelthorpe Conservation Area; 

 

 prepare an Article 4 Direction for Shelthorpe Conservation Area; 

 

 public consultation for all proposed changes to six Conservation Areas; 

 

 adopt the proposed boundary for Church Gate Conservation Area; 

 

 adopt the proposed boundary for Victoria Street Conservation Area; 

 

 prepare a Conservation Area Design Guide for Council adoption; 

 

 adopt proposed boundaries for Ashby Road, Queen’s Park, Emmanuel 

Church and Leicester Road Conservation Areas. 

 

 and in the same order, prepare adjusted CA Appraisals and Management 

Plans for all eight Conservation Areas. 


